
April 29th - May 5th 2019 Worksheet

THE MOON:
in Pisces all day
(2 deg 51 min)

Monday

What house(s) will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? How can you use imagination,
strengthen intuition, and be more compassionate?

ASPECTS:

Moon sextile Uranus 12:02AM
How can you be independent or work on change?

 
 
 

Moon sextile Sun 12:34PM
What can you give attention to?
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EXTRA:
Saturn Retrograde begins
8:54PM
20 degrees 31 minutes Capricorn

Monday

Saturn begins a period of retrograde on Monday (until September 18th), and starts at 20
degrees 31 minutes Capricorn. This can bring more disciplined focus on our goals, our

direction, and what we want ultimately. We may feel more restricted at times, and need to
find some space while assessing our direction. This may be focused on the areas of life ruled
by the house in your chart Saturn retrograde occurs in. Aspects to the start of the retrograde
are 17 - 23 degrees Capricorn (conjunct), Cancer (opposition), Taurus or Virgo (trine), Scorpio

or Pisces (sextile, Aries or Libra (square); and 19-21 degrees Sagittarius or Aquarius
(semisextile) and Gemini or Leo (quincunx).
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THE MOON:
in Pisces all day
(14 deg 44 min)
turns void-of-course 5:57PM

Tuesday

What house(s) will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? How can you use imagination,
strengthen intuition, and be more compassionate? What can you finish while the Moon is

void?
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Tuesday

ASPECTS:

Moon conjunct Neptune 6:33AM
(at 18 degrees 0 minutes Pisces)

What can you use intuition, creativity, and imagination with?
 
 
 

Moon square Mars 10:22AM
How can you use up the extra energy to avoid frustration?

 
 
 

Moon sextile Saturn 11:34AM
What goals can you work on or what can you focus disciplined energy on?

 
 
 

Moon sextile Pluto 4:48PM
What can you dig into, transform, or use passionate energy with?

 
 
 

Moon square Jupiter 5:57PM
How can you manage expansion or take a break?
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THE MOON:

starts void in Pisces
(26 deg 46 min)
enters Aries 6:24AM

Wednesday

What house(s) will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? What can you finish while the
Moon is void? What can you get started with, pursue, and use up energy and drive when the

Moon enters Aries?

ASPECTS:

Mercury sextile Mars 2:37AM - Mercury square Saturn 4:50AM
(Mercury: 20 degrees 21 minutes Aries & Mars: 20 degrees 21 minutes Gemini -

Mercury: 20 degrees 31 minutes Aries; Saturn: 20 degrees 31 minutes Capricorn)
What plans and ideas can you work to take action with? How can you give

yourself space mentally?
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THE MOON:
in Aries all day
(8 deg 58 min)

Thursday

What house(s) will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? What can you get started with,
pursue, and use up energy and drive?
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Thursday

ASPECTS:

Moon conjunct Venus 10:39AM
(at 14 degrees 27 minutes Aries)

What relationships can you focus on, what can you do with a partner, how can
you get grounded, or how can you bring peace?

 
 
 
 

Mercury square Pluto 5:51PM
(Mercury: 23 deg 8 min Aries; Pluto: 23 deg 8 min Capricorn)

How can you manage the passionate energy?
 
 
 

Moon square Saturn 10:17PM
How can you find some space?

 
 
 

Mercury trine Jupiter 11:59PM
(Mercury: 23 degress 34 minutes Aries; Jupiter: 23 degrees 34 minutes Sagittarius)

What big ideas can you focus on or plans for expansion can you pursue?
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THE MOON:
starts in Aries (21 deg 24 min)
turns void-of-course 4:47AM
enters Taurus 4:18PM

Friday

What house(s) will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? What can you get started with,
pursue, and use up energy and drive while the Moon is in Aries?  What can you finish while
the Moon is void? What can you bring stability and security to, get grounded with, or find

more confidence in while the Moon is in Taurus?
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Friday

ASPECTS:

Moon sextile Mars 12:22AM
Where can you focus energy and drive?

 
 
 

Moon square Pluto 3:17AM
How can you use passionate energy?

 
 
 

Moon trine Jupiter 4:06AM - Moon conjunct Mercury 4:47AM (at 23 deg 55 min
Aries)

This continues the energy from Thursday with Mercury trine Jupiter, so what can
you continue to expand on, explore, and what big ideas and plans can you keep

working on?
 
 
 
 

Moon conjunct Uranus 10:15PM
(at 3 degrees 9 minutes Taurus)

What changes can you work on, ways can you be more independent, or push
yourself outside of your comfort zone?
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THE MOON:
in Taurus all day
4 deg 5 min)

Saturday

What house(s) will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? What can you bring stability and
security to, get grounded with, or find more confidence in?
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NEW MOON:
6:45PM
14 degrees 10 minutes Taurus

Saturday

A New Moon occurs on Friday in Taurus, and this can bring energy helpful for stabilizing
chaotic areas, helping you to feel secure and confident, and we can connect with the

moment and relax. This can be a good time to focus on financial matters and values. It can be
a good time for new beginnings overall for the areas of life ruled by the house in your chart 

 the New Moon occurs in, and with aspects it makes to your chart.

The aspects are:
Conjunction: 12 degrees 10 minutes - 16 degrees 10 minutes Taurus

Sextile: 12 degrees 10 minutes - 16 degrees 10 minutes Cancer or Pisces
Square: 12 degrees 10 minutes - 16 degrees 10 minutes Leo or Aquarius
Trine: 12 degrees 10 minutes - 16 degrees 10 minutes Virgo or Capricorn

Opposition: 12 degrees 10 minutes - 16 degrees 10 minutes Scorpio
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THE MOON:
starts in Taurus (17 deg 1 min)
turns void-of-course 11:10AM
enters Gemini 11:40PM

Sunday

What house(s) will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? What can you bring stability and
security to, get grounded with, or find more confidence in while the Moon is in Taurus? What

can you finish while the Moon is void? What ideas ad plans can you work on and
communications can you have while the Moon is in Gemini?
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Sunday

ASPECTS:

Moon sextile Neptune 2:02AM
How can you use imagination and intuition?

 
 
 

Moon trine Saturn 6:22AM
What goals can you work on?

 
 
 

Moon trine Pluto 11:10AM
What can you dig deeper into or transform?

 
 
 

Mars opposite Jupiter 5:57PM
(Mars: 23 degrees 22 minutes Gemini; Jupiter: 23 degrees 22 minutes Sagittarius)

How can you control expansive energy and make use of it productively and
positively?
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